This dashboard summarizes the monthly progress made by Child Protection Working Group partners involved in the Lebanon Crisis Response Plan (LCRP) through the Inter-Agency Coordination reporting platform on Activity Info. The CP Sector in Lebanon works to provide boys and girls at risk and survivors of violence, exploitation and abuse access to an improved and equitable protection and response services, i.e. Case Management, Focused Psycho-Social Services, as well as community-based CP activities, which include also sensitization activities for COVID-19.

### People Reached by Age & Gender

- **Boys**: 27,724
- **Girls**: 27,082
- **Women**: 14,712
- **Men**: 2,045

### People Reached by Cohorts

- **Girls**: 71,563
- **Boys**: 6,302
- **Women**: 5,257
- **Men**: 1,200

### Funding status*
- **Appeal (2022)**: $39.1M
- **Received (2022)**: $33M (83%)
- **Carry-over (2021)**: $6.9M (18%)
- **Funded**: 51%
- **Funding gap**: 49%

*as of 30 June 2022.

### Beneficiaries and Partners per Governorate

#### NORTH
- **BEIRUT** (1): ARCPA, CONCERN, IRC, Iris, Kaafa, Lecorva, Makhzoumi, Plan Int'l, SCI, SWSL, Tabitha Dorcas, UPEL, YCI, JRS, KAFA, AMEL, ARCPA, Borderless, Caritas Lebanon, Himaya, IRC, JRS, KAFA, IRC, SCI, SWSL, Tabitha Dorcas, UNICEF Lebanon, Himaya, ICU, JRS, KAFA, AMEL, ARCPA, Borderless, Caritas Lebanon, Himaya, IRC, JRS, KAFA, IRC, SCI, SWSL, Tabitha Dorcas, UPEL, YCI
- **BAALBEK-EL HERMEL** (12): AMEL, ARCPA, IRC, Himaya, IRC, Kaafa, Makhzoumi, Makhzoumi, Plan Int'l, SWSL, Tabitha Dorcas, UPEL, YCI, JRS, KAFA, AMEL, ARCPA, Borderless, Caritas Lebanon, Himaya, IRC, JRS, KAFA, IRC, SCI, SWSL, Tabitha Dorcas, UPEL, YCI
- **BEKAA** (13): ARCPA, Himaya, Internaciona Social, UNICEF, SCI, SWSL, UPEL, LCF
- **NORTH** (16): ATDA, ArRtA, IRC, Himaya, IRC, Kaafa, Makhzoumi, Makhzoumi, Plan Int'l, SWSL, UPEL, LCF
- **NORTH** (19): L, UPEL, WCH
- **NORTH** (33): L, UPEL, WCH

#### SOUTH
- **NABATIEH** (10): Himaya, Internaciona Social, Nabad, Plan Int'l, SWSL, Tabitha Dorcas, UPEL, YCI
- **NABATIEH** (5): Himaya, Internaciona Social, Nabad, Plan Int'l, SWSL, Tabitha Dorcas, UPEL, YCI
- **NABATIEH** (9): Himaya, Internaciona Social, Nabad, Plan Int'l, SWSL, Tabitha Dorcas, UPEL, YCI
- **NABATIEH** (33): L, UPEL, WCH

*Cooperation over (2021). For more details: CP coordinator, Joud Morseli, joud.morseli@unicef.org

For more analysis: [https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=https://app.powerbi.com/views/8770dd40-60d9-425c-a0bd-8f49dc5baddc&415850132982791571711527937]